
The rear deck at Kintyre gives a full view of 
the garden that slopes down to the stream.
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House & Garden 
K I N T Y R E

By Gloria Hildebrandt  ■  Photos by Mike Davis

K
intyre is the name that isabel and john Cruise gave to their Sixth Line property near 
Limehouse in Halton Hills. The English country-style garden at the front of the house can stop 
traffic with its lush, year-round beauty. Behind the house the plantings are less formal, wilder 
and suited to the stream which flows through the property on its way to Silver Creek. �
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At the front of the house, 
a beautifully furnished 
sheltered porch gives intimate 
outdoor living space. At the 
back, an expansive deck 
connects to the sloping rear 
garden. Both spaces bring 
the indoors out. Inside, 
the rooms are exquisitely 
designed and decorated with 
a generous, confident hand.

It’s all the work of Isabel, 
who owned and ran an 
interior design business 
for 20 years. When she and 
John bought the house and 
property in 1991, there 
were no gardens at all.

“We were real neophytes 
when we got here,” Isabel says. 

“When we came here I got 
really interested in gardening. 

� Lavish English country-style plantings screen the front of Kintyre with its corner porch.

The conservatory addition to the 
house was built in 2000, providing 
a vast open living space.
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We toured a lot of gardens in 
England and I studied books 
and catalogues in winter. We 
did all the work ourselves up 
to 10 years ago.” They had 
help initially designing the 
garden, and now have help 
once a week with cutting the 
grass and doing planting.

In 1999 they began an 
addition to the original small, 
two-storey house, building 
a large conservatory for the 
kitchen and family room 
space, with a high ceiling, 
large white fireplace and 
plenty of large windows.

Evolution of the Garden
“You couldn’t see the stream 
at all in summer,” remembers 
Isabel. “We wanted a bog 
garden. It’s now contained 
within a retaining wall. 

Now there are plants 
there that like their feet 
wet. We keep it natural.”

As the house was worked 
on, the garden evolved. 
Arbours were added. Isabel 
settled on a favourite colour 
scheme for the garden, of 
pink, blue, yellow and white. 
She prefers to keep red for 
Christmas decorating.

“I love flowering shrubs,” 
she adds. “You need to add 
evergreens for winter colour. 
We have something blooming 
right through to October. I 
love how lush everything is 
now. I have annuals in pots 
only — Dragon Wing begonias, 
with some impatiens at the 
front for a shot of colour.”

Isabel has developed 
an almost contradictory 
philosophy from gardening: to 

yield control, yet to be decisive. 
“One thing I learned that 

I didn’t know before, is that 
a garden is not static,” she 
says. “It’s changing all the 
time. You have to make it 
as beautiful as you can, but 
if something doesn’t like it 
here I get rid of it. Wildlife 
are a challenge but they were 
here before we got here so 
we’ve all got to live together. 
We’re stewards of the land.”

Love What You Do
The rewards of gardening 
are worth all the effort. 

“My attitude to the garden 
is that I love it,” she continues. 

“By the end of the season, I get 
exhausted. But after a while I 
start to miss the green and the 
birds. I find the garden to be 
spiritual. It’s so magical here. 

When I want to reflect, I sit 
on the bench beside the creek. 
I give thanks that I’m here.”

The winter of 2013–14, 
which hit Halton Hills 
particularly hard, did 
significant damage.

“I was in tears because of 
the ice storm,” Isabel confides, 

“but the garden is resilient. 
Everything is so lush this 
year. The back is a fairyland.”

She adds that she likes 
the garden to look good, and 
does something every day. 

“In humidity I’m out early 
to water things. I’ll deadhead 
things. If it’s a beautiful 
day I’ll be out all day.”

If she has a secret for 
success with a garden, it is 
simply “to love what you’re 
doing. I think the garden 
knows it and does well.”

� Blue and white provides the colour scheme for the interior. Isabel’s design brings the gardens indoors.
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If she has a secret for success with a garden, it is simply “to love 
what you’re doing. I think the garden knows it and does well.”
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A crisp white arbour at the front of the house makes a formal statement.
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� Isabel Cruise designed and created the gardens 
beginning in 1991. Her 96-year-old father used to 
love to sit on this front porch.

� The blue and white scheme continues with this 
collection of china and a massive ceramic stove.

� From the rear deck, Isabel looks out over the rear gardens and stream.
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� A bench in the low part of the garden near the stream gives 
a place for quiet relaxation.

� Trompe-l’oeil birds on an interior wall are a year-round celebration of spring.
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